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\bstracÈ

A standardLzed training strategy (STS) has been descrlbed for teachíng

vocational tasks to moderately and severely retarded persons Ín sheltered

workshop settings (Martin & Mullen, Note l). Thís research conpared the

STS to the personal training approach of a staff member in teaching

workshop assembly tasks. Two experiments \{ere conducted at the Manitoba

School, Portage la Prairie, Manitoba. The design in Experiment I was a

multi-element design, using a tral-ned researcher, a workshop staff member,

and two ilients. The researcher rvas trained to use the STS to teach

clients to assemble either a bicycle brake or a fishing reel. The

workshop staff member used her owrr personal approach to teach the alternate

tasks to the same clients. Thus, each client rnTas taught two tasks, each

task being taught under a different training procedure. The design in

Experiment 2 was a modÍfied multi-element design. The workshop staff

member first used her o\ün personal approach to teach Client three to

assemble a fishing reel and Client four to assemble a bicycle brake.

She next learned and used ttre òfS to teach Client three to assenlble a

bicycle brake and Client four to assemble a fishing reel. Experiment 2

made it possíble to compare a persoual training approach to the STS when

both were applied by a given staff to a given client. Although there rvas

a task effect, that is, the brake \ùirs nore difficult to Learn than the reel,

the STS appeared to be superior in both fewer errors and total training time,

and was preferred by 3 out of 4 clir-:nts and the staff member.

t.
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Introduction

Severely retarded adults are frequently excluded from sheltered rvorkshop

Programs (Lynch & Graber, L977). One reason for this is the absence of well-

researched traíning programs with this population. Gold G972) noted that

almost all behavioral research v¡ith the retarded in vocational settings r+as

concerned with production rather than training. lrlartin and Pallotta-Cornick

(1979) indicated that this emphasis, though not quite as pronounced as in

I972, still existed. If the severely and moderately retarded are going to

find meaningful employment in sheltered workshops then effective training

strategies must be developed for this population.

Severely, profoundly, and moderately retarded persons have been taught

complex assembly tasks such as bicycle brakes (Gold, L972), oscilloscope

cam srvítches (Betlamy, Peterson, & c1oser 1975), and saw-chains (otNeill &

Bellamy, L97B). Two recent reviews of the literature (Bellamy, Inman &

Schwartz, I97B; Martin & Pallotta-Cornick, I979) identified four common

features of successful training procedures: (1) a t¿rsk analysis; (2) a

training format; (3) a method of pto*pting and fading the proinpts; and

(4) a reinforcement system. In consideration of these reviervs, Martin and

Mu1len (Note l) descríbed a multiple-component standardized trainÍ-ng

strategy (STS), incorporating the features comnìon to successful training

procedures.

Task analysis, breaking a task down inLo colnponent responses rvhich are

arranged sequentially for training, is straightforrvard. Bellamy, Horner,

and Tnman (1979) offer an excellent description of tirsk analysis, and their

guidelines are a componenÈ of the STS. Pronpting and fading procedures

have received considerable attention in the l'reh¡lvior¡rl titerature. Guidelines

and descri-ptions of these techniques may be forrrrd in Bell-¿lmy et aI. (f979)
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and Martin and Pear (f978). The three chaining formats, forward chaining

(FC), backward chaining (BC), and total task presentation (TTP) have all

been used to teach retarded persons a variety of tasks (e.g., self-care,

vocational tasks, etc.)

Reviewing the literature available at the tine, Bellany et al. (1979,

p. 33-34) eoncluded that v/hile all training formats have bcen effective in

teaching the retarded vocational- tasks, llone was clearly superior. They

recommended TTP because of several advantages that TTP has over BC and FC:

(1) it requires less trainer time in partial assembly or disassembly;

(2) it appears to focus on response topograpl-ry and response sequence

simultaneously; and (3) it appears to maximize the clientrs independence

early in training. Trvo recent research reports add data to support Bellamy

et al . ts (L979) recommendations. Yu, I'fartin, Suthons, Koop and Pallotta-

Cornickr(1980) compared TTP to FC and to a.modified FC (ltrC¡. TTp required

less total session time than FC, and there rvere minimal differences between

MFC and TTP on total session time. As well-, nlol'e er-rors rvere made under

the ImC as compared to the TTP. A second study courpaled TTP to BC and to

a modified BC (IIBC) (l'lartin, Koop, Turner, & Iìanel, in press). Thís second

study clearly favored TTP to BC both in total session time and in fewer

errors. The results comparing TTP to IÍBC rvere mixed and ncither nlethod

r+as superior. Based on the clear advantages TTP has over IrC and BC, the

less clear advantages over I'IFC, mixed results ruith l.lBC, itncì considering

the practical considerations listed by Belliimy et al. (1979), the STS used

a TTP format.

It has long been established in the operrrnt literrlturc that

certain events increase the frequency of the bcir¿rvior- on r,'lrích tl-rey

are contingent. These events are called reirrforcers.
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However, one of the more prominent nanes in vocational training of the

severely retarded, Marc Gold (Gold,1980; Levy, Pomerantz & Gold, I976;

Gold, Note 2) recommended that only minimal social reinforcement be used.

Recent experiments comparing Goldrs minimal socíal reinforcement strategy

to extra social plus edible reinforcemenÈ found that the extra reinforcement

condition facílitated learning the taslt to criterion both in terms of

training time and total number of errors.and was preferred by the majority

of clients (Koop, Martin, Yu, & Suthons, l9B0). Therefore, the STS used

both extra social and edible reinforcers.

In addítion to the above mentioned.components, the STS incorporated a

learning-to-1earn assessment test developed by Kerr, Meyerson, Flora,

Tharinger, Schallert, Casey, and Fehr (1977). This test consists of six

tasks to identify whether or not an individual can imitate, make a position

discrimination, make a visual discrimin:rtion, match-to-sample, malce an

auditory discrimination, or make an aucìitory-visual combj-ned (AVC) discrimin-

ation. Their initial research \ùith 117 retarded children and adults, and

later with 42 young normal- children incìicated that these discriminations are

hierarchical in nature. For example, if an individual cannot malie a visual

discrimínation, then it is highly unliìrely that they can match-to-sample, or

make an auditory or AVC discrimination. They also found that if a retarded

person could not make one of the discrintl,nations, then 100-900 trials r,rere

required to teach a task requirirlg a l'righer discrimination. In tìre STS,

the Kerr et al. (1977) findings rvere usccì to determine the error correction

procedure, or level of prompting used r¡ith each client.

Drawíng on research such as that cited above, the components of the

STS have been described (Ilartin & ìIuf lcrr, Note 1). hl order to iìssess a

program package, it is necessåry to tcst 1-t against alternative :rv¿lil¿rble
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procedures (Azrin, I977; Martin & Pallotta-Cornick, Lgl9). One alternative

is described in the training manu:rl titled "Try Another irlay" (Gold, I9B0) .

However, considering the recent experiurents by Koop et al. (1980) that

demonstrated that Goldts t'Try Another Inlaytt procedures with extra reÍnforcement

rrere more effective than Goldts procedures with minimal reinforcenrent, and

given that extra social reinforcement .rrrd edibles are a part of the STS, an

approximation of a comparison of the STS agaínst Gold's "Try Another Way"

approach has already been made.

I,Ialls, Zane, and Thvedt (1980) compared t\ùo structured training methods

to trainerts personal methods. A backrvard chaining and a structured whole

method vrere compared to trainerts orm lnethods. No consistent time differ-

ences r¿ere found between methods. Fervest errors rvere found with hhe backward

chaining method _and preresponse protììpts, and most errors \dere found with the

whole method and postresponse prompts. However, the training fornrat \^las

confounded by the difference in pre vs post response prompts. ìforeover, the

backward chaining method of presentatiorì had verbal instructions, nrodelling,

and physical guidance in tl're initial tr¿lining trial while these rvere absent

from the r,¡hole method of presentation. Thcse problems make ít difficult to

interpret the results thus obtained. Given the problems in the W¿llls et al .

(1980) study, and the fact that, based or-r research available elservhere, a

TTP format \^/as part of the STS, it also seemed inadvisable to conq)are our

training strategy against either of the structured training proct:clures

suggested by irtalls et al. (f980).

The alternative training approach selected for comparison rv¡rs the

personal training approach of a regulirr \ìorkshop staff member. The fir-st

Experiment involved trvo clients, elclì t-eught a t¿sk by a tr:rined t:csealciter using

Èhe STS, and a task by the staff rnenrber using her personal trairlirrg appr-oach.
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The second Experíment \tas a systematlc replication of Experiment 1 and used

the same two training tasks. It involved t\^;o ne\^J clients, each taught a

Ëask first by the staff member from Experíment 1 uslng her ov¡n personal

method, and second by the same staff member from Experíment 1 using the STS.

The purpose of the study \,ras to compare the STS with the personal trainíng

method of a staff member.

Method

The information in this section applies to both Experiments 1 and 2.

Subj ec ts

The subjects \,7ere one regular r¿orkshop staff member and one researcher.

Both were females. The staff member was employed at a sheltered workshop

for the nientally retarded and had received some on-the-j ob training in

teaching retarded clients assembly-type tasks. At the time of the research

she had been employed eight months. Previous to the workshop experience,

she had been employed for 2|4 years in a structured behavior modification

Program in a facility for the acute mentally lI1. Although she had no fàru,al

courses in behavior modification, she had approximately 60 hours of in-service

training at the institution for the mentally tll ln behavioral princíp1es and

programming. The researcher vras a 2nd year laru student. She had no previous

experience teaching the retarded, and had an undergraduate psychology background

in behavior modification. The researcher \¿ras trained to use the STS. The subjects,

referred to hereafter as the staff member and researcher respectively, taught four

residents (clients) of the Manitoba School, Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, a

provincial instÍtute for the mentally retarded. The cllents were in the severe

to lor¿-moderate range of functioning as measured by standard tests. They were

able to attend to iLems on a table and did not l-rave serious bel'ravior problems.

For a description of the clients, see Table l.

Insert Table 1 about here
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Table l-

A Summary of Client Characteristics Participating in Experiments I and 2

CLIENT AGE I'IENTALa
AGE

KERR_MEYERSON DIAGNOSIS
LEVEL

Karen

Doug (1)

Sandra

Doug (2)

33

15

23

3-r0

2-r0

2_LT

Match-to-sample Dorvnfs syndrome

22 untestable Match-to-sample Mute

Familial problems

Lack of oxygen at
birth

AVC

AVC

foental Age computed from the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test for Chil-dren



Tasks

The tasks \tere a three-speed bicycle brake and a spin-cast ffshing reel.

Both these tasks were modified to be seven-part assemblies that were assumed

to be comparable. See Table 2 f.or a description of the tasks by part (Note:

thís is a listing of the parts only, not a suggested task analysís).

Insert Table 2 about here

Baseline

Two baseline measures Ttere taken for all clients.on each task, one for

the total task and the other for individual steps. The order in which the

tasks were baselined was

Total task baseline.

counterbalanced across clients.

The parts of the taslc were laid out on the table.

The client \^/as shoum a completed task and asked to. make one, e.g., ttMake me

a bicycle brake. Make one 1íke this. Do as nluch as you can." The client

was given one minute to respond. If the client didn't respond wÍtfiin one

minute, the experÍmenter proceeded rvith the individual steps baseline. If

the client started to respond rvithin one minìrte, the experimenter recorded

the steps performed until the client stopped responding for one minute or

until all the parts r.¡ere used.

Individual steps baseline. The experimentcr tested individual steps

using a TTP format. This format rvas used to blselirre regardless of tl¡e

training format used by the staff member. Str¡rting rvith the first step

the experimenter gave a general command, ê.S., "lrlalte me a brake.tt If

the client didn't respond \,/ithin 10 seconds, the exper-imenter gave sirecific

instructÍon, such as t'Put the scre\^¡ on the axlc.t' rf tl"re client still

didntt start to respond within the nexÈ lQ s¡-ç:t'rrrds, tl-re experinrenter gave

extra instructions and gesturing and/or modeì.1ing. If the client still
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Table 2

Parts of the Tasks

Bicycle Brake Fishing Reel

1. Housing

2. Center ring

3. Axle

4. DusE cap

5. Nut I

6. Nut 2

7. Nut 3

1. Disc

2. Outer casing rvith two holes

3. Spinner

4, Spinner screlr

5. Outer casing

6. Handle

7 . Handle scre\¡/



didnr t start

guidance. In

or incorrect to a request, or instructions, or fnstructlons plus

or gesturing, or instructions plus physical guidance.

No approval or edibles \^rere given durÍng baseline for correct

performance of a step. Approximately once a minute, Èhe ex¡terimenter asked

the client to perform an activity unrelated to the task, such as pointing

to the door. These responses were followed by praise and/or edibles.

Thís rvaè done to maintain the clientrs attending.

Independent Varíab1es

Personal training approach of staff. The staff nlember used her own

personal approach to training. She was asked to train a client using

whatever approach she would normally use to teach a client to assemble a

task. Several measures of her training method were taken, as described

belor^¡ under the Procedure section.

StandardÍzed training strategy (STS). The resear-cher ruas trained to

follor¡ the STS. This consisted of doing a tasl< analysis, being able to

use the results of the Kerr et al. (1977) test to deterrnine the promllt

level, using a TTP format, using social and edible reinforcers, usir"rg

pacing promPts, and using massed practice for consistent clicnt errors.

For a more detailed description of the STS, see Appendix A.

Dependent Variables

Trials to task criterion. This consisted of the total rrrunber of

trials to reach criterion under the different training procedures. Â trial

was defined as one complete assembly of all the parts of thc STS. Às a TTP

f ormat rvas also used in the staf f menlber t s personal tr¡inirrg nretirod, this

also constituted the definition of a trial in the personll mcLhod. :.

to respond within 10 seconds, the experímenter gave

this way, performance at each step \,ras assessed as

q

physlcal

correct

modelling
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consisted of any step on v¡hich the client required aErrors. This

prompt, excluding pacing

Total session time.

Prompts.

Total session time started when the client \^¡as

seated

gíven

tasks,

watch

after each client

client was given

at the beginning of the session and ended after social approval was

on the last trial. Time spent consuming edibles, and disassembling

was included in total session time and \ùas recorded by either a

or a clock.

Time on task. Time on task started rvhen the client picked up the

first piece of the assembly and ended when the conpleted assembly was

placed in the box. This time \,Jas recorded rvith the use of a stop-watch.

Retention. Retention tests r¿ere conducted approxinrately four months

had reached criterion on each task. During testing, the

three trials on a particular task by the experimenter.

Errors \¡/ere corrected using the particular correction method associated

wíth each task as during training. Approval rvas given orrry at the

end of each trial.

Procedure

During Experiment 1, a training area ¡vas establisl'red in the Maple

Cottage workshop, one of the rvorkshops at the ìfanitoba School, a provincial

institutíon for the mentally retarded. During Ex¡reriment 2, the training

took place in the day hall at Maple cottage. À training table, chaírs,

and assembly tasks \.Jere provided.

The staff member rvas instructed to use her or,tn personal training

approach. In order not to bias her method of irr:esentatio¡r, she rvas given

a completed task, and asked to disassemble it, noting llorv the parts were

arranged. She was then asked to put it togr.thcr again. \{hen she had
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assembled the task three consecutive tlmes wlth no errors she was considered

ready to teach the task. If errors r¿ere made in assembly, tire experimenter

stopped the staff member and demonstrated a correct assembly of that step.

Tt was not considered an error in assembly ff the staff member put the

task together in a differenË order than the experimenter. The crfterion

for correct assembly was a correctly assembled task, not a partícular order

of assembly.

The researcher ¡¿as trained to use the STS whích lncluded a task analysis.

Therefore, the researcher did her o¡,¡n task analysis according to the guide-

lines specified in the training procedure. Again, incorrect assembly- was

corrected by the experimenter.

Performance accuracy of the STS was calculated on one cornplete trainíng

sessíon conducted with a client who was ineligible for the research. The total

steps performed correctly were divided by Èhe total number of steps performed.

correctly and incorrectly and multiplied by 100 to give the Z performed.

correctly. trrlhen the researcher had achieved an B0Z accuracy rate with the

ineligible client, she was considered ready to train the clfents involved

in the research. (See Appendix B for sample daLa sheets per tralning trial.)

As almost all the clients in the Manitoba School workshops had alread.y been

given the Kerr et al. (L977) test, it rvas decided that ir was sufficient if

Ëhe person using the STS knew how to use the results of the test to determine

the error correction procedure.

The training sessions suggested by the STS \,Jere to be rro longer than

30 minutes. The learning criterion used by the researcher \ù{ìs three out

of four consecutíve trials r'¡ith no errors. In order to facilitate comparisons,

the staff member was asked to keep her trainfng sessions betrvr.en 15 and 45

minutes, and to use as a learning criterion three out of four consecutive

trials with no errors.
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The staff member was observed contlr,tror-r"r, for her method of prescrrt-

ation, reinforcement system, prompts, error correction procedures, ¿rnd

reprímands. The researcher was observed intermittently for proceclural

reliability of the STS and for her recording of client performance. (See

Appendix B for sample data sheets, and an instructional sheet on how they

were used. )

Prompts lrere scored as either pre or post instructions, gestures,

modelling, or physical guidance. Prompts \rere scored as prerespor-rse l-f

they were given before the client had responded in order to cue the

particular response required. Prompts \^rere scored as postresponse if

giyen after the client had responded in order to correct a client error.

A maximum of. one instance of each type of pre and post prompt \ùas scored

per step. An instructional prompt told the client how to do a step.

Prompts such as ttLrhatrs next?tt or ttCarry ontt were scored as pacing prompts,

not as instructions.

Approval and edibles \ùere scored wlren dispensed. Approval

consisted of statements that praised the cl"ient but díd not give infornlation

on how to do a step. Comments such as rrgoodtt, ttthatrs righttt, orttfinet'

weïe scored as praise. Reprimands consisted of statemenEs suclì as rrnotr,

ttthatts wrongtt, and other statements that rvere clearly reprinrarrding tlte

client, such as ttDontt drop that againtr. A maximum of one repriurtrrd or

approval was scored per step.

Time was recorded for the total training session starting r"hcn the

client first sat dov¡n at the Èable and ending rvhen the last

approval \vas given and before edibles \rere consumed. Disassenlbly of

tasks was counted as part of the total session time.
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Reliability

Observer reliability was assessed by a traíned observer who sat so that

she could observe the training procedures and the cllentts response but could

not see the other personts (researcher or staff observer) data. The observer

took bot.h procedural observations on the STS, and j-nter-observer reliability

(IOR) on the dependent varíables and the staffts personal traíning method..

As the researcher recorded both time and cllent errors as part of the STS,

IORs were obtained on the dependent variables. The observer recorded both

the dependent variables as well as procedural observations of the STS.

However, because the researcher didntt record her training procedures and no'

other person observed the training procedure, there \,rere no IORs on the pro-

cedural observatíons of the STS. There were IORs on the staff member's personal

training method.

IORs were calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the total

number of agreements plus disagreements per trail and multiplying by 100. Pro-

cedural observations of the STS were calculated by dividing the number of correcË

resPonses by the total number of correct plus incorrect responses per trial and

multiplying by 100. In a1l cases the researcherrs and staff observerrs data was

used to anaLyze the results.

EXPERI}IENT I

Experímental Design

The design r'Tas a within-subject, multi-elernent design with counterbalancing

of training procedures and tasks across clients (for descriptions of this design,

see Kazdin & Hartmann, l97B; and ìf¡rrtin & Pear, l97B). Each client was taught t\^ro

tasks, each task beíng taught under a dlfferent training procedure. See Figure 1

for the arrangement of traÍning procedures and tasks.

Insert Figure I about here
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Figure l. The arrangement of traÍning procedures and tasks in

Experiment 1. R = researcher lrainecl to use the

standardized training strategy and S = the staff member

using her own personal trainÍng apprortch. Task I is

the fishing reel and Task 2 is the bjr:¡rcle brake.



Results

The task analysis of

researcher and staff. See

ones used in Experiments 1

15.

brake and reel were dtfferent for the

for the task analyses and a llsting of the

After observing the clients learning

both the

Table 3

and 2.

Insert Table 3 aboot here

both tasks, it appeared to the experimenter that task analyses No. 1 and

4 were the easiest for the clients to nranipulate.

During baseline, neither of the clients could perform the total task.

The individual steps baseline was summed together and oivided by 2I (i.e.,

7 steps each with scores of 3) and multipled by 100 to gain an indication

of the percent of the task that the clíent could perform before training

began. The percentage scores for the brake and reel \^rere respectlvely:

Karen,38,29; Doug (1),19, 29. After training, both clients reached

criterion.

Interobserver reliabil.ity (IOR) \ùas assessed on the dependent

variables of trials to task criterion, errors, total session time,:rnd

time on task for both clients under each condition. Under the STS, 50ll

of the trials rvith Karen, anà 63% of the trials with Doug (l) were

observed. Under the personal method, 4L7" of tl-re trials rvith Karen, and

407" of the trials with Doug (1) were observed. The average IOR on trials

to task criterion was 100%. The average IOR on errors was 98.5% rvith a

range from 7l .4-IO0f,. The average IOR on time r^¡as 97% r"¡ith a rangc from

90.9-LO0Z. Procedural reliability of the STS was taken on 502 of tìre trials

r¿ith Karen and 637" of. the trials rvith Doug (1). Scoring each op¡rortunity

that the researcher had to make a response as correct or incorrect rr\rên if

no response occurred, the average procedural reliability rvas 95.92 r.'ith a

range from 85.5-f002. Using a more conser\¡¿rtive estiniete, that is, t'rnly
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Table 3

Task Analyses for the Bicycle Brake and Fishing Reel

Bicycle Brake Fishing Reel

I = EXP I, STS, KAREN
EXP 2, STS, DOUG (2)

3 = EXp I, STS, DOUG (l)

2 = EXP 1, PERSONAL, DOUG (.1) 4 = IìXP l, PIìììSONAI-, KAREN
EXP 2, PERSONAL, SANDRA EXP 2, STS, SANDRA

rìxP 2, PERSON^L , DOUG( 2 )

\o. No

1 l. Screw the center ring into the
housing

2. Put short end of axle through
housing

3. Screw nut 1 all the way dov,rn on
shorË end of axl-e

4. Drop dust cap into center

5. Screw nut 2 all the way dovm
on long end of axle

6. Screw nut 3 on top of NuÈ 2

7. Put brake in box

3 P1ace spinner in outer casing
with tr^¡o holes
Place disc on spinner

Screw disc onto spinner with
spÍnner scre\,J
Screw cone-shaped outer casing
onto outer casing with tr,¡o holes
Place hanclles on crank shaft

Screw h¿rndle scre\,7 onto crank
shaft
Put reel- into box

t

2

3

4

5

6

7

2 1. Put short end of axle through
housÍng

2. Screw nut I on al1 the rvay doron
on short end of axle

3. Screw center ring into l-rousing

4. Drop dust cap into center

5. Screw nut 2 all the rvay dov,rn
on long end of axl_e

6. Screw nut 3 on top of nut 2

7. Put brake in box

4 l. Put disc on spinner

2. Screrv disc onto spinner wíth
spinner scre\¡r

3. Put disc/spinner unit into outer
casing rvith two holes

4. Screw cone-shaped outer casíng
onto outer casing with two holes

5. Put i-randle on crank shaf t

6. Screru handle screvr onto crank
shaft

7. Put reel in box
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seen from Figure 2, more errors were made on the brake regardless of the

training procedure used. However, far fewer errors were made when the

Insert Figure 2 about here

brake was taught under the STS. As well, altìrough both clients learned

the reel in approximately the same number of trials , 27 and 29, the brake

took 57 trials when taught by the staff member and only 38 rvhen taugirt by

the researcher.

Time on-task and total session time are shown in Table 4. Both time

on-task and total sessíon time were greater for the brake than for the

Insert Table 4 about here

reel for both clients, indicating the task effect. However, this difference

r,¿as greatly reduced rvhen the brake was taught under the STS. The total time

on-task for both clients under the different traiiring procedures rvas 305 and

471 minutes respectively for the STS and personal nethod.

The retention tests showed tittle difference between the tasks learned

under the different training procedures except for Doug(1) wtro made 6 errors

on the brake (personal) versus 2 errors on tl-re reel (STS).

TORs on tire,staff memberrs training procedure \^/ere taken 402 of the

.time 
and averaged 86.82 r¿ith a range from 50-1002. The staff memberrs

personal training approach used a TTP fornat. She did not use edibles,

but gave praise 326 times in 85 trials rvith 42X of these social

reinforcements being delivered for error colrection. A few pre-resl)onse

prompts were used, but mainly she gave post-resPonse prompts. In the 85

scoríng events that occurred, the aver¿rge ¡rrtrccdural relÍability was 8(r.72

wíth a range from 66.7-IOO7".

Although the tasks \dere assumed to be eqrral, a task effect was cr'Í<ìent;

thaÈ is tl-re brake \,Jas more difficult to le¡r¡r th¡n tile reel. As c¿ur br-'
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lrials ít required for both clicnts to reacìt crltcríon, the staff member

used instructions 197 times, gave 99 gestures, nrodclled 29 tinies, gave

physíca1 guidance 111 times, used 67 pacing pronrpts, and reprinranded

the clients 79 tínes. Usually instructions were follorved with physical

guídance, then gestures or modelling or back to instructions. physical

guidance r¡as usually minÍmal, and often didn't assisE the c1Íent in

completing the step. This led Lo the client often continuing to \^/ork on

a step even after some physical guidance had been given.

The researcher using the srs also used a TTp format. she used

edibles for the correct performance of selected steps. In the 39 trials

observed, she gave piaise 103 times with llz of these social

reínforcements being delivered for error correction. Giving praise

for error correction constituted an error on the researcherfs part.

Mainly post-response prompts \ùere used. rn the 39 trials observed, the

researcher used instructions 22 tímes, gave 30 gestures, modelled 60

times, gave physical guidance 32 times, used 68 pacing prompts, and

reprimanded the c1íents 17 times. Instructions rvere followed by gestures

and/ot modelling, then by physical guidance. I^lhen physical guidance \,ras

used, enough assistance \ùas given in order to allorv tl-re client to complete

the step, and thus go on to the next step in tl're irssembly. (See Table 5 for

a comparison of the first five trials per client under each train1ng method.)

Insert Table 5 about here

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 was a systematic replication of Exireríment I a¡d used the

same trùo training tasks and trvo new clients. Each client \ùas tatrght a task

first by the staff member from Experiment l using ller own personal method.,

and second, the alternate task by the same staff nrcnlber using the STS. Thus,



Table 5

A Comparison of the STS and the Personal Method during t,he First Five Trials Observed Per Client i.n Bxperiment 1

srs - Douc(1)

PERSONAT,'- DOUG(1)

REINFOR

rotal I

social I rai¡t"

STS - T"AREN

J

2

5

6
j

EMENT

Error
Correction

social I p¿i¡lo

I
2
2
2

2

PERSONAL - KAREN

5

2
2
L
4

3

1
3

2

2

3
aJ

4

1
I

2

_ttl
I p.'"tl

2

I

3

Pre

L
I
I
2
I

4l
6i
41
2t
4

G

p'o I p^.t

PROIfi

1

TS*

*I = Tnstructions
G = Gestures

1

M

p,.l

J

t
1

2

L

4

4
J

4
5

I

Pnqf

4
5

2

I

PI

o-.1

I
I
I

1

7

5

3

J
3

3
1
I
J
3

2

Pnqf

1

5
2

2
1
2

Pacing
Prnmnl-

4
2

I
J
2
2
I

M

PG

3

J
3

6

4
J
J
2

= Modelíng

= Physical Guidance

1

4
2

I
J

2

1

J

J

1
2
J

5

4
2

4
2

6

J

2

3
a

2

2

4
2
2

2

J

5

J
1

I
2

3

2
1

2

2

I
2

3
1

7

4
.)

3

2

I
J
J
t

L
I

3

4
2

1
I

J

1
2

2
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Experiment 2 made it possible

method r¿hen both were applied

Experimental Design

In Experíment 2, the criterion for

six consecutive correct trials to eight

Results

compare the STS to a personal training

a given staff to a given client.

fading praise was changed from

consecutive correct trials.

to

by

In Experiment 2, the staff member from Experl-ment I taught two new clients

using her own personal traíning method. One client was taught the brake, the

other the ree1. After both clients had reached crÍterl-on, the staff member

learned the STS to a 96"/" accuracy as judged by one training session. She

then taught these same Èvro clients the opposite task using the STS. See Figure

3 for the arrangement of traíning procedures and tasks.

Insert Figure 3 about here

see Table 3 for the task analyses used in Experiment 2. During

neither of the clients could perform the total task. The indivídual

baselíne percentage scores for the brake and reel lrere respectively:

33, 24i Doug (2), 22, 43. After training both clients reached criter

fnterobserver reliability (IOR) rdas assessed on the dependent

variables of trials to task criterion, errors, total session time,

and time on-task for both clients under each condition. Under the

STS, I00% of the trials with Sandra and Doug (2) rvere observed. Uncìc.r

tìre personal method, 427" of the trials rvitìr Sandra, and 50% of the

trials with Doug (2) were observed. The ¿ì\/erage IOR ou trials to t¿rsli

criterion was 100%. The average IOR on errors r.¡as 99.92 rvith a rangÈ

from 99.4-L00"Á. The average IOR on time r¡¡s 97.62 rvith a range front

80-1002. Procedural reliabílity of the Sl'S r¡as t¿rlicn on 100% of tlle

trials. The conservative estimate of proccclr.rrrrl rcl-i¡l:ility hacl an

average of 99.32 with a range from 94.7-100)I.

baseline,

steps

Sandra,

ion.
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EXPERIMENT 2

S 1 personal -----Ig:E Z Client 3 - rcaches criterion

Client 4 - reaches cri,berions r personal -----Ig:E-l_______

Figure 3. The arrangement of training procedures and taslts irr Experiment 2.

S = staff member. Task 1is the fishing reel ¿rncì T¡sk 2 is tl-re

bicycle brake.
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The task effect evídent in Experlment Ì was alsc¡ found in

Experiment 2; that is, the brake \4ras more difficult to learn tilan the

reel . As can be seen from Figure 4, nrore errors r,/ere m¿rde on the brake

Insert Figure 4 about here

regardless

Experiment

4).

Again,

brake than

difference

total time

211 and li95

of the training procedure used. The pattern of errors from

2 closely parallels those from Experiment 1 (see Figures 2 and

both time on-task and total session time are greater for the

for the reel for both clients (see Table 4). However, this

was reduced when the brake rvas taught under the STS. The

on-task for both clients under the dÍfferent procedures was

minutes respectively for the STS and personal method.

The retention tests showed little or no differences between the

tasks learned under the different training procedures.

IORs on the staff memberrs training procecìure \^;ere t¡lten on 42% of

the triáls with Sandra, and 50% of the trials rvith Doug (2). Tìre average

IOR was 93.27" rvith a range from 72.7-L002. The personal method rvas quite

similar to Experiment I except that Sandra was given nìore pre-rcsponse

prompts and more pre-trial instructions tllan the other clients ìlad

received from the staff member. In the 61 triaLs it reqrrired for both

clients to reach criterion, the staff niertber used pre-instructiorrs 36 times

and post-instructions 112 times, gave 26 gestures, modelled 3 tlmes' gave

physical guidance 25 times, used 46 pacing pronìPts' and reprimanded the

clients 55 times. she again did not use edibles, but giilre pralse 375 times

in 61 trials with 34% being delivered for error correction'

The STS was also the same except that no social rcilrfo::cenlcnt \Ùas given

for error correction. rn the 22 trisls observed, the st:rff nìetììber using the

sTS gave praise 96 times, edibles 26 times, used instructions 56 Èimes' gave

22 gesÈures, modelLed 26 times, g,3ve ph1'sical guidance 15 tinles, used 45
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pacing prompts, and reprímanded the clients 12

comparison of the firsE five trials per client

times. (See Table 6 for a

under each tralning rnethod.)

Insert Table 6 about here

Social Valldation

Recently, the need to socially valídate behavioral procedures has been

noted (Kazdin, L977; Wolf, 1978). Therefore, the clientrs chofce of trainíng

procedures v/as assessed after training. Two tables T¡rere set up with either

the brake or reel-. The appropriate task was matched to the training

method under which iÈ ¡¡as taught. Each client was given four

trj-als and the position of the training tasks was alternated for

each trial. At the beginning of each trial, the client !ùas posÍtioned.

equidístant from the tables, and told by the experimenter, who always

stood on the clíent's right, " (clientts name), you can work

here (pointing to the table on the right), or you can rvork here (pointing

to the table on the left). Please sit rvhere you \,¡ant to work." The client

completed one assembly under the tr¿rining condÍtion she/he had chosen.

The training ruas conducted by the experimenter.

The roRs on 507" of the social val-idation choices \.vere l0oz. The

frequency of choices for the STS vs. the personal- r,rethod are, respectively,

as follows: Karen, 4, 0; Doug (I), 4,0: Sandrar 21 2; and Doug (Z)r h,0.

Overall , the STS rvas cirosen on 87.52 of all opportunj-ties and the persor-ral

method on 12.57" of aì_l opportunities.

The staff member rvas also asltecì scrreral questions regarding rvhich

method she preferred (see Appendix C for- the questionnaire). S¡e found

the STS easy to use and preferred using it to her or+n method. Sìre st¡rted

that in future training she ¡vould usc Lìre STS because it was rrless f r-rrsLratingtr.

One reason she gave for this rvas thirt she felt the STS rùas a urore systc¡uatíc

approach than her or,¡n training method.



Table 6

A Comparison of the STS and the Personal- Method during the First Five Tría1s Observed per Client

STS - SANDRA

PERSONAI - SANDRA

Social

REINFOR

sTs - DotJG(z)

1
1
I
I
2

EMENT

Error
CorrecËion

ISocial I Edibl€

PERSONAL - DOUG(2)

7

6
1

7

7

3

5

4
4
6

I
rre lrost

6

5
6

5
3

I
L
L
L
2

6

5
5
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*I = Instructions
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Dis cussion

The data indícate that the STS was a more cffective procedure for

training than was the personal method of tire staff member. The results

need to be interpreted in light of the strong task effect; that is,

regardless of training procedure, the brake requl-red more triafs to reach

criterion, and the clients made more errors. However, fewer trials were

required and the clients made fewer errors when the brake lnTas taught

under the STS than when it was taught under the staff's oln personal

method. The brake also required more total session time, and more tÍme

on task regardless of the training procedure. Horuever, less total session

time and less time on task was required when the brake was taughË under

the STS than ¡vhen it ¡¡as taught under the staff's o\¿n personal method.

In addítion, the total training time for both tasks under the same condition

was much less for the STS than for the personal nethod. Thus, based on

this limited evaluation, the srs appears to be more efficient and to

produce fewer errors when compared to a trainerts o\'m personal method.

As well, the srs was preferred by three of the four clients and by the

staff member.

Because doing a task analysís ís an important part of trainÍng,

each trainer did a task analysi-s of both the brake and reel. From

observations of the clients manipulating the t¡sks, it appeared that

task analysis No. 1 for the brake and task analysis No. 4 fol the reel

úJere the most ef f icient (see Table 3) . This nriry h¿rve caused the rese¿rrcher

in Experiment I to take more trials to reach critcrion on the reel than

if the more efficíent task analysis had been used. As well, Ít may have

contributed to the staff in both Experiments tlliing niore trial-s to reach

criterion on the brake than if the more efficir.nt task analysis had been

used. Horvever, af ter consídering the specific srtcrlts on rvhich the rnajority

of client errors occurred on the brake, this cliffer-cnce does uot appeiìr
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personal method. First, the staff gave praise for error corr:ectio¡

while the person using the STS usually did not. This may h¡ve contributed

to the clients continuíng to make errorsl,¡hen the staff was teaching. Second,

although the staff used instructions, gestures, some modelling, and physical

guidance these \ùere not used in a consistent manner, whereas the person

using the STS used these methods systematlcally. The staff used no dis-

criminative stimulus for goïng to a higher Ievel of guidance whereas the

person using the STS did. It appears that the STS \^/as more effective

because the person using it reinforced Ëhe cl-ient for correct performance

of a step only, and applied a systematic, consistent system of error

correction. From observations of the clientrs behavior during training,

the STS also appears to have been less frustrating for the client, and

was preferred by the majority of the clients over the staffts own

personal method.

A practical consideration for workshop supervísors and staff is the

time necessary to learn to use the STS. Informal observations in this

study suggest that the srs can be maste::ed in less than a day, and may

contribute significantly to time-saving rvhen considering the training

of several clients. In addition, the training experience s|ould be as

positive as possible for both clients and staff. According to the social

validation procedures, the STS appears to provide a more positive envj-ron-

ment.

During the course of the experiments, suggestions for c[¡nges in

the STS have occurred. Before additional field testing occurs, tlrese

changes might be incorporated into the STS. For example, urltil fur.tl-¡er

research is carried out with the Kerr et al. (1977) test in r¡ocatio¡al

Ëo have contributed greatly to client errors and thus to tite ¡unber of

trÍals required to reach criterion.

There 1{ere several differences betrveer¡ the STS and tile staff 's ov¡n
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settings, an error correction procedure that starts with instructions and

progresses to physical guidance, no natter what 1evel of discrimination

that the client possesses, might be considered. As r¡ell, certain parts

of the STS need to be stressed more. For example, the instructions for

task analysis need to emphasize more strongly that the task must be

performed several times to ascertain the most efficient way of assembling

the task. The person using the STS in Experiment 2 and a second researcher

who was not used in this research both produced the more effective task

analysis, but this was after the experimenter stressed the importance of

trying several different approaches and analyzing whÍch approach was the

ñost efficient.

If replication validates this research, it seems tlrat the STS woul-d

be a valuable training approach f or sl'reltered workshops. The STS could

be taught by either using a completely self-instructional nìanrral or by

using a manual that accompanies a rvorlishop in ruhich the STS is practiced

and feedback is provided.

In summary, the STS appeared more effective than a personal method

for teaching ruorkshop tas.ks and rvas pref erred by both the maj o::ity of

the clients and the staff member. A strategy such as this rvould be a

valuable asset for sheltered rvorkshops.
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Reference Notes
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Appendix A: Standardized Training Strategy

A standardized Training strategy for Teaching vocational Tabks

To the Severely and Moderately I'fentally Handicapped

Garry }fartin and Heather I'lullen

University of Manitoba
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Introduct ion

In recent years, there have been successful- demonstrations that

severely retarded Persons are capable of assembling complex tasks such

as bicycle brakes, chain saw blades, and fishing ree1s. Reviews of

the literature in this area indicate that the successfur training

procedures have had four common characteristics:

(a) a task analysis in which the assembly task is broken into

a number of small steps and arranged in sequence for-

training purposes;

(b) a training format (forward chaining, total task presentaLion,

or backward chaining) for teaching the client to perform the

sequence of steps;

(c) a method of prompting and fading the prompts for each step

during training; and

(d) a reinforcement system involving, social, edible, or oLher

materíal reinforcers for correct perfornance at one or more

of the steps for the rvhole task during training.

rn addition to research in vocational training in the areas listed

above' research has recently led to the development of a simple behavioral

test to assess a clÍentrs discrimination skilts. These discrímination sliills

appear hierarchical in nature. This implies that if a client cannot perform

one of the easier discrininations, then she/he rvill be unable to perfornì more

difficult discrimination. The training package that we have developed for

teaching vocational skills incorporates this recent development in behavioral

assessment with guídelines for teaching vocational skills to clients. Orlr

program ís described in the folÌorving pages.
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AssurnpÈions

1. Concerning the level of functioning of the client, the client is

performing within the low-moderate or severely retarded functioning level.

2. Concerning pre-requisite skills, the clienÈ will sit quietly at a

table and attend to items on the table. The client will fo11ow símple

instructions such as, ttPick this üptt, ttcive me LhaÈ., and so on when the

trainer points to a particular item. The client is capable of performing

motor dexterity skills such as those listed in the section of the Obiective

The 0BA (Hardy, Martin, Yu, Leader, & Quinn, lg8l),tÍtled pre-vocational

Ifotor Dexterity Skills.

3. Concerning the tasks to be trained, the task to be trained is

an assembly or packaging task typical of those found in many sheltered

workshops.

Necessary Materials and Conditions

I. During training, the client should be seated on a chair at a table

facing the items of the task to be taught.

2. An attempt should be made to minimize distractions. For example,

training might be done in a separate room, or a divider might be placed

around the traÍning tab1e.

3. Sufficient ra\,/ materials should be available to assemble several

.samples of ,:the t.ask.

4. A reinforcer tray should be prepared that contains a variety of

edibles and/or beverages 1ike1y Lo be preferrecì by the crient.

5. Several copies of necessary data sheets and a description of the

task anaiysis (described belorv) should be avail¡rble.

Behavioral Assessment of the Severely and Moderately Mentallv Handica
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6- A timer or waÈch should be available to time both sessÍon

duration and trial time.

Discrimination Skills Testing

PurPose: To assess the discrimination levels of the client. A learning-

to-learn assessment test has been developed by Kerr, Meyerson, Flora, Tharínger,

Schallert, Casey, and Fehr, L977. This test consists of six tasks: imitation

position discrimination, visual discrj-mination, match-to-sample, auditory

discrimination, and auditory-visual combined discrimination. These discrimin-

ations aPpear hierarchical in nature with there beÍng little functional basis

for differenìiating between auditory and auditory-vÍsuaf combined discrimin-

ations. If a retarded person cannot make one of these discriminations, then

100 to 900 trials are required to teach tasks requiring a hígher discrimination.

Basic Discrimination Skills

1. rmitation: The client can forlow a démonstration. For example,

if the clj-ent places an object into a container when shor¡n an

object placed into a container, then the cl-Íent is making an

imitation.

2. Position Discrimínation: The client can respond appropriately

Èo locations of objects that remain in relatively fixed positions.

For example, if the client consistently places an objecÈ into tire

container on the left when presented with two containers Ín fixed

positions, then the client is naking a simple position dlscriniin¡rtion.

3. visual Discriminàtion: The client can follow an object as it is

moved around in relation to other stÍmuli. For example, ff the

client consístently places iln object into one container rcgrrrdless

of its position relative to a different-looking coniainer, tþen

the client is making a vistr¡l discriminatÍon.
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Match-to-sample: The client can sort objects according to

colour or size, or match fi_gures. For example, if the client

places a yellow cylinder into a yellow container and a red.

cube into a red container when presented with yellow and red

conLainers followed sequentially by a ye1low cylinder and a

red cube, then the client is demonstrating match-to-sample

behavior.

Auditory Discrimination : The client responds appropriately to

spoken words. For example, if the client places a neutral non-

matching obje,ct into an appropríate container, given two choices,

when the trainer says,ttpuÈ it into tl"re red boxrttthen the clíent

is makíng an auditory discriminatíon. This does not require a

visual discrimination if the tvio containers remain in the same

positions

6. Auditory-visual combined Discrimination: The client can make a

discrimination based on both visual and auditory cues. For

example, if the crient places an object into a yellow can or a

red box, when the position of the containers and the trainerrs

request for one or the other are altèred randomly, then the

client is making an auditory-visual conrbined discrimination.

Administration of Test

The data recording form and the instructions for admÍnistering the

learning-to-learn test may be fourrd in Kerr et al. (L977). If the results

of the test are not available to you, you may r,'ish to administer the test

yourself. If testing is required, it rvould be irdvisable to administer

one Practice test. From the resrrlts of the test available, or after you

have administered the test to your cl-Íent, You r''ilI be able to assess the .

cl-ient's díscrimination IeveIs.
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Task Analysis

Purpose: To break a task down into snlaller component responses in

order to facifitate training.

Steps

step r. To familiaríze yourseff rvith the task, perform all the steps

of a task yourself until the entire assembly has been

completed. In doing 
.so, 

note steps that might be tàught as

functional units, stimuli that should come to control each

unit of response, and the criterion for recognizi.tg acce$t-

able performance for each response.

Step 2. Next, start with the parts to be assembled on the table in

the order in which they rvil1 be assembled, assemble the

parts, one part at a tinle, and complete the description of

the task analysis. For example, consider the task of

assembling the four parts of a ball-point pen shov¡n in

Figure A. The steps in assenibling the pen are 1Ísted in

the sample task analysis i_n Figure B.

Insert Figures A ¡ird B ¡bout here

Step 3. Perform the assembly several tines follorving the steps

listed in the task anal-)¡sis. In performÍng each of the

steps note possible milror v¡rrirtions that might increase

effÍciency. Revise the t¡rsk r.rnalysis accordingly.

Step 4. Re-exanine each of the stcps in the task anal-ysis to see

if each can be considcrc-d ¡n independent functional unit.

Functional units are l>c.ll¡lvíor's that typically satisfy some
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J.

1. CARTRIDGE

2. SPRING

5. BOX

Figure A. Four-part ball-point pen.

4.
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Controlling
S timuli Response

Parts on Table
in order to be
assembled

Place spring on
tip end of
pen cartridge

5 5 5 5 5

Spring on pen
cartridge

Place spring
end in
pen bottom

4 4 4 4 4

Pen cartridge
in bottom

Place top over
pen cartridge 3 3 3 J J

Top on bottom
Screw top and
bottom tightly
Logether

2 2 2 2 2

Pen complete Place pen in
box I I I 1 1

Figure B. A task analysis data sheet for a four-part ball-point
pen ruith controlling stimuli, responses, and the
numbers used for data collection.
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conmon-sense notion of completion. That is, when you

perform the behavior, there is an observable stinrulus

change that makes it easy to recognize that the behavior

has been completed. For example, in our sample task

analysis, the first functional unit consists of placing

the spring on the pen cartridge. A smaller unit of

behavior woul-d simply be moving the spring closer to

the pen cartridge. That, however, does not produce the

sarne kind of cue denoting completion of a response.

Now review each of the items listed under the controlling

stimuli. Ideal1y, each controlling stimulus should be

clearly distinctive from the others. rf símilar controlling

stimuli cue different reponses, there is a greater- chance

for error and confusíon by the client. ff, in your task

analysis, t\ùo of the controlling stimuli are quite similar

and there appears to be nothing that you can do about it,

then consider artificially coding one of the stimuli in

some r^ray to malte the assembly easier.

Finally, consider each of the responses relative to the

skill levol of your clÍent. If, on the basis of other

information available, e.g., the results of the Kerr et

al. (L977) test, some of the responses appear too complex,

consider breaking them dov,¡n into finer steps. Altcrnatively,

you might consider preparing a jig to aid the clicrrt in

the assenrbly of that particular step. If, after

revising your task analysis, sonìe steps still reqrrire skills

that the client does not possess, then there are t\{o oPtions:
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(a) to traín the client to a higher skill level, or

(b) to not attempt to tral_n this client on this

particular task. A viable alternative in th,is,case

would be to match clients to tasks that require skill

levels they do possess

Assuming you are training a particular client, you

should now transfer your task analysis to the training

data sheet as shov¡n in Figure C. The last step in your

Insert Figure C about here

task analysis, the step that completes the assembly

should be listed on the botton of the data sheet as

Sbep 1 (see Figure C). In our example (from Figure B)

the step "Place pen in box" is listed as Step l.

Continuing with our exanple, the second last step ttscrew

Lop and bottom tightly together'r is listed second from

the bottom as Step 2, and so on, until the end. of the

líst. It may appear that the steps are numbered in back-

wards fashion. Howeverr tìunlblrring the steps in this way

l¿il1 facílitate data recording. An examinatÍon of Figure c

may help to clarify this. lùhcn the cfient performs a step

correctly and índependcntly, nrrrke a check mark ( J) Uy ttre

number by that step. I¡l our example on Trial 1 (see Figure C)

the clíent performed the stc¡> Iabelled Step 1, "p1ace ¡ren ín

box" correctly; therefore, tht number I beside that stcp has

been checked. The nunlbcr of steps performed correctly and
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Controlling Trial

A task analysis data sheet rvith data from tr-aining trials. A
step performed correctly and independently is marked by a check
mark. A sLep performed incorrectly is marked by an x. The total
number of steps performed correctly and independentJ-y on eacrr
Èrial is circfed. The circles are joined to give a visual
presentation of the clientfs progress.

Stimuli Response 1 2 J 4 5 6

5. Parts on Table in place spring on
order to be tip end of pen
assembled cartridge

5X 5X 5,/ 5J sJ PJ
4. Spring on pen place spring

cartridge end in pen
bottom

4X 4_Ä 4rl 4! & 4J

3. Pen cartrídge place top over
in bottom pen cartridge 3_X Jlt (3JX (¡) x 3/ 3r¿

2. Top on bottom Screr¡ top and
borrom tighrly
together

2x ,1 2X 2X 2_X 2J

t. Pen complete place pen in
box *1J

u-jJ LJL U 1/ ry
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independently should be totalled for each trial.

That number is then circled for that trial. In our

example, during the first trial the client performed

one step correctly and independently, therefore, the

number 1 is circled. This recording system ís maintained

for each training trial. In our example on Trial 4, the

c1íent performed those steps labelred 5, 4, and 1 correctly,

therefore they are checked. The total number of steps

performed correctly was 3, therefore 3 is cl-rcled. you

will note that the number that is circled (number 3 for

Trial 4 in Figure c) has nothihg to do with the corresponding

step (Step 3 was actually performed incorrectly on Trial 4).

By joining the circles, a visual presentation is obtained

of the client's progress. This data sheet will provide

information on how fast this client is progressing by

looking at the total numì¡er of steps performed correctly

on a given trial, as indicated by the number that is

circled. It also shows ruhich steps she/he is continuing

to perform incorrectly, as indicated by the steps that

have an X on a given tria1. This informatíon will allow

you to assess r¡hen nlassed practice trials are required, or

rvhen reinforcement shoufd be discontinued. (See Figure D

for an example of a data sheeE)

Insert Figure D about here



TOTAL TRAINING TIME:

TASK CRITERION:

20-
l9_
1B_
17_
L6_
15_
L4

13_
12_
11_
10_
9_
B-
7_
6_
5_
4_
3_
2_
I

TRATNER:

20_
r9_
1B_
17_
16_
15_
r4_
13_
L2

11_
10_ _
9_
B-
7_
6_
5_
4_
J

;
l_

1B_
L7-
16_
15_
L4_
13

20-
19_
rB_
L7_
r6_
l5_
L4-
r3-
L')

11_
10_
9_
B-
7_
6_
5_
4_
3*
2_
1

TRIAIS TO CRITERION:

20_
19_
18_
L7_
r6_
15_
L4_
13_
L2

11_
10_
9_
8_
7_
6_
5_
4_
J

-
1_

CLIENT:

TASK:

20-
r9_
1B_
17_
16_
15_
r4_
13_
L')

l1_
10_
9_
B-
7_
6_
5_
4_
J

;
r__

20-
19-_
1B_
17_
L6_
75-
14-
r3_
I2

ll-_
10_
9_
B-
7_
6_
5_
4_
3_
2_
1_

N

Þ

SCORING KEY

= Step performed correctly
and independently

= Total number of steps performed
correctly and independently

= A step performed incorrectly

20-
19_
1B_
L7_
r6_
15_
L4_
13_
L')

11_
10_-._-

9_
oo

7

6_
5--
4_
3_
2_
I

20

19_
1B_
L7_
]-6--
r5-
r4_
13_
L2_

Data sheet adapted from: Bellamy, G.T., Horner, R.H., & Tnman, D.P. Vocational habilitation of severelv

Response

retarded adults: A direcË servíce rechnology , Ig7, ftíÃf:f 61.

Controlling
Stimulí

11_
10__
9,__

B-
7_
6_
5_
4_
J

;
1_

o

20

19

18

L7

L6

t_rj

ts.
0q

B
o

i-/

!
t)

ts¡

H

rf

o
o
t-l

L5

L4

1J

L2

1i
LO

TIME/TRIAL

J

2

1
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Training

Prel-iminary Preparat íons

1. Prepare a reinforcer tray, training table, and cl¿rta sl-reets.

2- Place a mark on the data sheeÈ beside those steps per tría1 on

which edibles will be dispensed. On the average, an edible should

be dispensed for every four or five steps, and forfowing the

completion of the chain. For a short chain, such as our ball-poÍnt

pen example, an edible should be dispensed only on the last step in

the chain, in our example, t'place pen in boxtt.

3. The client shoul-d be seated at the training tablc and the trainer

should stand or sit to one side of the client.

4. Training sessions should last approximately 20 ntinutes, but not

longer than 30 minutes.

Preliminary Modelling Trial

1. Model the entire assembly while verbally descril¡ing the performance

of each step. If only one training task is avai1.nb1e, then the

task must be disassembfed after tire modelling trill and the

components placed in order in front of the client. Otherwise,

the client can be trained using alternative sanr¡:Ies of the task.

Training Format

The training format is a total task presentation fc¡rur¡tt. On each trial ,

the client performs every step beginning with the first stcp of the task. In

our example, in Figure C, the cl-ient begins by performirrg the last numbered

step on the data sheet, Step;Ï5, "Place spring on tip clrcl of pen cartrídge",

and continues through to the end of the taslc. This for¡lrrt is r.rsed for

each training tríal.
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Instructing the Client

1. Give an initial command to the client to begÍn work and to assemble

the task. For example, "oK, crrarles, please put the pen together.'

2- At any step, if the client stops responding or appears distracted,

a pacing prompt such asttLr4latrs next?ttortrcarry ont'may be given.

Error Correction

If the client performs a response incorrectly or fails to begin responding

at any step within approximately 10 seconds, proceed with error correction.

If the client can make.an auditory discrimination as measured by the Kerr et

al. (1977) test' then error correction should proceed from instructions to

gestures andfor modelling to physícal guidance. If the client cannot make

an auditory discriminatÍon, then error correction should proceed from gestures

andfor modelling to physical guÍd.ance. Error correction consists of:

(a) Re-presenting the controlling stimuli for that step arid giving

additional verbal i-nstructions, such as, "pick up the spring and

put it on the end of the cartridge."

(b) If the client stil1 responds incorrectly or fails to respond

within approximately IO seconds, thenre-present the controlling

stimuli and repeat the instructions ¡vith gestures and/or modelling.

If nodelling is used, and if only one sample task is available for

training, then immediately disassemble the task follorving the

modelling so that the controlling stimuli rvill be available to

the client.

(c) If the client still does not respond correctly or fails to respond

within approximately I0 seconds, repeat the instructions and physically

guide the client to perform tir¿rt particular step. Fol-lowÍng successful

completion of that step (to any of the preceding prompts) a11orv the

client to continue rvith the next step.
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Reínforcement

1. Concerning edible reinforcement, you will recall that the data

sheeË \,tas to be marked so that an edible would be given for approximately

every 4th or 5th step. An edible reinforcer should be set aside for the

client if the client correctly performs the step that \ras marked for edíble

reinforcement prior to the sessÍon. Rerneniber, the client must perform the

step correctly. Edibles may be consunted at the end of each training trial

or at the end of the training session.

2. Concerning social reinforcement, social reinforcement ís always

dispensed each time that an edible reinforcer is presented. Tn addition,

each time the client performs a step correctly r¿ithout additional prompts,

that step should be praised. If a step has been performed correctly on six

consecutive trials, then praise should no longer be presented for that step

unl-ess an edible is given.

Massed Practice

Mass practice trials on a step should begin after a step has been performed

incorrectly on six consecutive trials.

1. Mass practice trials are reperrted trials on just that step on

which the client has difficulty. If only one task sample is

avaílable for training, then repeated disassembly is necessary,

It is preferable to have several sanrples of the task available

to avoid havíng to repeatedlv disassemble the task. Assemble

the taslc(s) to the problem step. Present the client rvith the

partially completed task and Èhe part necessary to perforrn the

next step. The remaining parts shorrld be removed from view to

prevent the clientrs attemptirrg to p¡¡'rçssd further.
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The massed training should begin wíth physical guidance. After

several tfía1s, the guidance should be faded to gestural then

instructional prompts. After several more trials, those prompts

should be faded so that the client can perform the step rvithout

any help. If the client begins to make errors during fading of

the prompts, íncrease the 1evel of prompts so that the client

experíences approximately 7 57" successful performance.

Concerning reinforcement for massed practice, praise should be

provided for each correct response to any level of prompting.

An edible should be provided for a correct response to a new

leve1 of prompting, or for a correct response on approximately

every fourth or fifth tria1, independent of the leve1 of prompting.

Massed practice trials should not last longer than 10 or 15

minutes. Massed practice trials of this duration can be repe-ated

several tÍmes per day.

Once a difficult step has been mastered, return to the previous

guídelines for training.

Learning Criteria

1. A learning critêrien for correctly performing the entire assembly

should be established prior to training. Criteria used by others

have included three out of three correct trials in a row, three

correct trials out of four, and six correct trials out of eight.

2. Once the learningcrÍterion has been met, then several additional

trials should be conducted so that edibles can be gradually eliminated.

3.

5.
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AppendÍx B: Sample Data Sheet with Instructions



STEPS OF TASK
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o
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o
qJ
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lr
o
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REINFORCEMENT

Socíal

PROMPTS (ERROR CORRECTION)

Date:

Trial

TríaL Time:

Task:

Client:

Trainer:

lrn
lo

Its
lro

l.,
l0)
lrt
lg)

l-
l:/
lrÐlolñ

Additional Remarks:

(-¡t(¡
Þ



1.

,

Ins truô t ions

Put date, name of clj-ent, name of traíner,

Put trial /l on sheet. For each new session

startíng wíth one.

and task name on

, start numbering

56.

sheet.

Lhe tríals

a

4.

6.

7

5.

Record the time it takes to complete each trial-. Start wlìen the client

picks up the first piece, and end after giving social approval but before

edibles are consumed.

In additional remarks, record what happens at the beginning of each sessioni

such things as the trainer settíng up the table, getting edibles out,

marking when edibles should be dispensed, getting the client, seating the

client at the tablei in other words, anything that the trainer does at

the beginning of the session. A1so, for the end of the session, record

what the trainer does. Such things as giving the c1íent edibles, thanking

him/her for participating, taking hirn/her back to the workshop. In obher

words, anythíng that the trainer does at the end of the session. rn

addition, events may occur during training that might have an effect on

the session. Such things as someone unexpectedly coming into the training

area' the client or trainer becoming ill, having a seizure or some other

such problems. Anything that could be a possible problem should be noted.

Put the name of the steps of the tasli dor,¡n. A word or tvro to denote the

step will be sufficient. This will facÍlitate recording the data. The

steps for the researcher will be av¡ilab1e after she/he has completed ttre

task analysis. For the staff member, it rvil1 be necessary to observe hor¿

shè/he presents the stèps to the client ,before the steps can be recorded.

rf no prompts, excluding pacing pronìpts, are given on a step, mark that

step as correct.

rf a prompt, excluding pacing pronpts, is given.on a step, marli tl-rat step

as incorrect.
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Reinforcement wí11 be scored when given regardless of whether the step

was performed correctly or not. only one instance of social and one

instance of edíble reínforcement wlll be scored per step. Social approval

r¿ill consist of statements that praise the client but do not give

information on how to do a step. comments such as ttgoodtt, ttthaËrs

righttt, or t'finet'will be scored as praise. These commenLs may include

a pat on the back as well.

Prompts will be scored as either pre or post instructions, gestures,

node1líng or physical- guidance. Prompts will be scored as preresponse

if given before the client has responded in order to cue the particular

resPonse required. Prompts will be scored as postresponse if given after

the client has responded in order to correct a client error. A maximum

of one instance of each type of pre and post prompt will be scored per

step. An instructionar prompt wilr telI the client how to do a step.

Prompts such astthThatts next?ttorttcarry ontt¡vÍll be scored as pacing

prompts, not as ínstructions.

10. Pacing prompts will consist of such st¿rtements as t'I^Jhatts next?ttor

"Carry on". These prompts do not infoun the client horv to do a step but

prompt them to continue with the task. lf a pacing prompt is given in

the middle of a step, ê.8., Step 5, thc prompt should be scored in Step 5.

rf the prompt is given after step 5, to prompt the crient to go on to

Step 4, the prompt should be scored in Step 4. The general command to

begin the Lask will be scored as a pircirìg prompt in the firsÈ step required

of the task.

1l . Reprimands will consist of stateluents sr¡ch as "thatts \vrongt'or "nottor

any other statement thaÈ is clearly ì:c¡r¡i¡1utr¿ing the client, such as "Dontt

do thar again." A maximum of one reprilulnd rvill be scored per step.

B.

o
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L2 Massed practice trials wilt be scored when required. The number of

trials given should be recorded, as well as the 1evel of prompting

given, and the reinforcement dispensed. The time taken for massed

practice should be recorded starting with the first trial and ending

with the 1ast.
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Appendix C: Questionnaire on Training Method
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Questionnaire on TraÍning Method

Name: STS = Standardized Training Strategy

OI^IN = Your own Training Style l¡efore
learning the STS.

1. How hard did you find the STS to use?

very Easy Easy slighrly Easy Slightly Hard Hard very Hard

2. I^Ihích did you prefer?

STS No Preference 0!¡n

3. l¡hich do you thínk the clients preferred?

STS No Preference 0wn

0n what do you base the above conclusion?

4. I^Ihich did you find the le.ast frustrating to use?

Ov¡n No Difference STS

5. I^Ihich would you pref er to use in the f uture?

Ov¡n No Preference STS

I,Ihy?

6. Any other comments you would lihe to make on your own training style, t¡e
STS, or the research itself?


